
Advanced Databases – Assignment B  (40%) 
   

Due Date : Monday 3rd December @23:00 
 

Lecturer : Brendan Tierney 

Overview 
One of the core skills for a Data Architect is the ability to create a data model that is capable of storing the required data. 
Additionally this data needs to be used by others. The data model must allow other people in the organisation to analyse the data. 
 
This assignment will allow you to test your data modelling skills, your data processing skills, as well as ensuring that the 
underlying data model is implemented in a way that allows for fast and efficient querying. 
 
We have covered many topics relating to this assignment including, Data Modelling, Query Optimisation, Database Optimisation, 
etc. You can now use the various techniques covered in these topics to build and test a data model. 
 
The assignment has the following components 

1. Design a full ER diagram for a given data set. You may need to expand the data model to include some additional 
attributes. 

2. Create the data model in a Database & Load the data set into the appropriate tables. 
3. Create and run some (complex/difficult) queries to test query response times. 
4. Increase the volume of the data in the main transactional tables to contain 20 times more data (maybe increase it more) 
5. Rerun the queries and compare the time taken to run against those records in point 3 
6. Consider the various query and database performance features and implement appropriate one 
7. Rerun the queries and compare the time taken to run again those recorded in point 5 
8. Analyse the outcomes and make recommendations 
9. Design a new version of the ER model to contain JSON objects in some tables/entities 
10. Implement the new model and show any additional JSON performance features that are needed 

 
Deliverables 
Your assignment report should contain all information for each of the points above. 
Include all diagrams and code in the one report. 
 
Data Set Details 
The data set to use contains Wine Reviews. This data set is available on the Kaggle website. 
 
The data set contains 13 variables. Each record is a flattened structure where each record contains an event and related data. You 
will need to convert this flattened record structure into a full ER diagram with all the necessary entities required. The ER diagram 
will contain many different entities. You may need to add some additional attributes to the entities to make them more complete, 
although you will not have this data available. 
 
NOTE: Do not create one table to store this data. You need to have a normalised data model. 
https://www.kaggle.com/zynicide/wine-reviews 
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Submission Details 
The assignment is due on Monday 3rd December @23:00.    
 

You should create one report containing all the material for each part of the assignment. Do no submit your document using any 
compression techniques. The submitted document should not be in ZIP, tar, rar or anything else. 
 
All images should be imbedded in this document. 
 

Submit your assignment using WebCourses.  
 
NOTE : You need to confirm if you have access to WebCourses, that you can see this module and the assignment node. If you do not have 
access to the module you need to contact me two working days before the due date. I will not be able to give you access to the module after this 
date. This will mean you will not be able to submit your assignment on time. 
 
Marking Scheme 
The marking scheme for this assignment is: 
 

12% Fully Developed ER Diagram and DDL script 
18% SQL Queries, Query & Database Optimisation techniques, and results of analysis of performance 
10% Data Model including JSON objects and performance features, evaluation, etc 

 

Penalty 
If you do not include the source files for your data models (approximately 6-8 of these) and/or they cannot be opened, then your assignment 
mark will be reduced by 50%. 
 
The documentation for your assignment must contain your name, your student number, your class, course (DT2??) and year information, 
assignment, lecturer name. Failure to give this information will incur a 4% penalty (10% will be deducted from your final mark for this 
assignment). 
 
The assignment most be performed individually.  
 
Each submission must be original work as plagiarism will result in a zero mark (0%). 
 
There will be a 4% penalty for each day the assignment is late.   
 
There is no penalty for submitting early. 
 
DIT Plagiarism Policy : http://www.dit.ie/media/documents/campuslife/plagiarism.doc 
 
Hint 1 : You need to include your ER diagrams in your report, as an image. You can do this by doing a screen print of the diagram in the tool 
and only including the ER diagram part in the report 


